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Preface

For years, I wanted to visit New Zealand. I guess

it started — as for many people — when I saw

the Lord ofthe Ringsmovies. But my wish to go

there grew even more after seeing several books

and videos about this country. In late 2008,

finally, I decided to just pack my bags and go.

We have been in a relatively quiet phase at work

at that time, so I had no problems asking for six

weeks of vacation.

I booked my flights on Christmas Eve (what

a present to myself!) and tried to squeeze all the

places I wanted to see into an insane schedule,

not knowing that travelling by car in New

Zealand is very much unlike travelling in good

old Germany. My initial route was about 7,500

kilometres. And people who had been to nz told

me I was crazy to try to go that far in five weeks.

While I’m sure about the crazy part, I knew that

I had to drop a few places from my list. Still, it

was an awesome trip. However, I rarely stayed

in the same spot for more than half a day.

It is somewhat amazing — even to me — that I

managed to take about five hundred pictures per

day. Merely a small fraction of these are worth

showing, unless I want to bore others or myself.

An even smaller fraction ended up in this book.

A lot of these pictures are not even close to being

perfect; some are just snapshots, others were

taken in a hurry and I completely messed up the

camera settings. Still, I hope you will find them at

least a little entertaining.

Acknowledgements
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persevering to look at hundreds of lake pictures

and for constant, invaluable feedback on the

progress of this book. Thanks also to Scott Kresge

for proofreading the final draft ofmy text and

providing me with a host of excellent suggestions.

Any mistakes left in this book are entirely my

own fault, not theirs.

Finally, I would like to thank all my friends for

encouraging me in pursuing this project.
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Auckland

I arrived in Au￣land on 10 February at about half

past five in the morning — more than one hour

ahead of schedule. This gave me one more hour

to explore the airport while waiting for the car

rental okce to open. I was just figuring out how

to use my wireless subscription and sending some

briefmessages back to Germany when a Māori

accosted me. His flight to Melbourne was delayed

and so we were both condemned to wait. Which

was actually a good thing, for it was a real pleasure

to talk to him. He was even trying to get his wife

to fetch us from the airport for a coffee at their

home, but she was apparently stuck in the

Auckland trakc.

Time passed quickly and soon I was myself

stuck in that trakc on my way to the hotel. It was

located close to the harbour on the opposite side

ofAuckland. I went for a little walk in the harbour

area and immediately fell asleep as soon as I

entered the hotel room. Not much to my surprise,

since I was unable to sleep on the antecedent

twenty-six hour flight.

Waking up at 8  pm, I went out for a few hours

to see Auckland at night. I had no problems to get

back to sleep after that and was perfectly refreshed

at 6  am the next morning. Believe it or not: I had

no more jet lag after that.

Clouds over Thames
1 5mm, 1 /250" at f/1 6, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Auckland Ferry Building at night
1 5mm, 8" at f/8, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Coromandel Peninsula

Not being too overwhelmed by what I had seen of

Auckland until now, I decided to get out of the big

city and visit the beautiful peninsula ofCoromandel.

Once you are on the highway, you soon realise

why there is a general speed limit of a hundred

kilometres per hour: there are hardly any sections

where you could — or would — drive faster. You

either have lots of bends or magnificent landscapes

or both. Most of the bends actually have a speed

hint sign, which is rather useful if you are not

used to driving in New Zealand.

After about one hour I reached the West Coast

ofCoromandel. It is really hard to express the

dazzling beauty of this region in words. I had the

feeling of perambulating at least four different

countries in almost no time: vast, green lowlands,

fascinating coastlines, dense rain forests, and

steep mountains. One can easily stop every few

hundred metres to take photos or just relax and

enjoy the countryside.

My first longer stop was inWhangapoua where I

was about to look for New Chums Bea￫, which is

said to be one of the most lovely beaches in the

world. It can only be reached by a thirty minute

walk starting from the likewise prettyWhangapoua

Bea￫, leading over rocks to a native forest track.

This is probably why New Chums has retained a lot

of its nativeness and why there are hardly more

than a handful of visitors on the beach.

The next destination was far more touristy, but

nonetheless a nice place to visit. From Hahei, a

View towards Wilson Bay
24mm, 1 /60" at f/1 6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Seagull in Kuranui Bay
300mm, 1 /5000" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)
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walkway leads through Te Whanganui-A-Hei

marine reserve to the famous Cathedral Cove, a

huge rock arch straight at the shore. It was right

here when I realised that the wind must have

blown some very small grains of sand into my

best lens — the 80–200  mm — earlier that day,

causing the focusing to lock. This and the fact

that the balloon flight I had planned for the next

day in Auckland had been cancelled due to bad

weather conditions annoyed me a bit, but not

enough to becloud my fantastic journey across

Coromandel.

Returning from the reserve, the sun was

already about to set and it was still quite a trip to

get back to Auckland. When I arrived, I had been

on the road for about sixteen hours. I fell asleep

within minutes, actually very happy not to have

to get up again at 6  am for the balloon flight.

View over the native forest of Coromandel
24mm, 1 /50" at f/1 6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

On the rocks of Whangapoua Beach
24mm, 1 /80" at f/1 4, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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New Chums Beach and Wainuiototo Bay
1 5mm, 1 /640" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Te Whanganui-A-Hei — Cathedral Cove
Exposure fused panorama of 1 5 images, 1 2mm, 1 /1 0" ±2 EV at f/1 6, ISO 200 (P8)

π

Seagull having a bath near Waiomu Beach
300mm, 1 /6400" at f/2.8, ISO 400 (M80200)

A Black Variable Oystercatcher — Tōrea Pango — wading in Te Mata Bay
750mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (M500R)

Looking out of Cathedral Cove
1 5mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Coast To Coast Walkway

The hike that defines Au￣land, as it is also called, is

a sixteen kilometre trail almost exclusively leading

through the green areas of the city and reaching

fromManukau Harbour in the south toWa￢emata

Harbour in the north. Conveniently, my quarters

were just near Waitemata Harbour, so I decided

to take the bus southwards in the morning and

walk back to the north.

I did have my handheld gps  receiver with me,

but regrettably I did not have a description of the

walkway, because I was assuming adequate

signage. But this was not always the case and at

the end of the day I walked more than twenty

kilometres. The main landmarks of the trail —

Maungakiekie, or One Tree Hill, andMaungawhau,

orMt  Eden — were hard to miss, however.

From Maungakiekie, one has an awesome view

over the city ofAuckland. Like Maungawhau and

most of the hills here, it is in fact the summit of a

volcano. Mt  Eden — at 196  metres a tad higher

than One Tree Hill and Auckland’s highest peak

— was the second volcano to climb that day. And

I had to ascend twice since I only noticed at the

top that I must have lost my sunglasses

somewhere near the bottom.

There are two things that my brain has

inevitably linked to Mt  Eden: Japanese and sheep.

Getting to the top is like arriving in Japan. Of the

few hundred people up there, merely about a

dozen appeared not to originate from the north

pacific island. And, after driving across Coromandel

for a whole day and seeing no more than a few

cows, Maungawhau was my first encounter with

New Zealand’s sheep, which are said to outnumber

the Kiwis by a factor of ten.

Interestingly, given that my balloon flight had

been cancelled, the weather was rather nice that

day, even though more than 30°C were a bit too

much for a twenty kilometre hike in New Zealand’s

largest city. But regardless, the Coast To Coast

Walkway is certainly one of the best ways to

explore Auckland.

Looking down Onehunga Mall in Auckland
1 20mm, 1 /250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Biker climbing Maungakiekie (One Tree Hill)
45mm, 1 /200" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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View over Auckland from Maungakiekie
24mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Northland & The Bay of Islands

After finally saying goodbye to the big city of

Auckland, I was heading north forWhangarei.

Much to my surprise, New Zealand’s first fully

automated toll collection system had just been put

into operation a few days ago on the sh1. Everyone

was a little confused about how to operate the

terminals and some queues were forming in front

of them. In the end, I found myself buying some of

the delicious brownies and cookies I had been

staring at while waiting in the queue.

One place to visit on the way to the Bay of

Islands is a public toilet designed by Friedensreich

Hundertwasser and located in a cute little town

called Kawakawa. Hundertwasser, an Austrian

artist and architect, had been living in this town

for more than twenty years and the building

design carries a lot ofhis trademarks. If it was not

for these toilets or for the Bay ofIslands Vintage

Railway, the town would probably not be very

well-known.

Just a stone’s throw north from Kawakawa lies

Paihia, a good starting point for exploring the

Bay of Islands. I was a little handicapped by a

huge blister on my foot from the long walk in

Auckland. Since I did not feel like walking a lot,

I spent the rest of the day relaxing at the Paihia

beach and writing my blog at the backpacker.

Early next morning, I took the ferry to Russell

from where I was leaving for a full day sailing trip

on board the R.   Tu￣er Thompson, a gaffrigged

The beach and crystal clear waters of Waewaetorea Island
24mm, 1 /250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

The Tall Ship R. Tucker Thompson
1 20mm, 1 /4000" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)
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View from the top of the R. Tucker Thompson
27mm, 1 /1 25" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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schooner used for both tourism sails and training.

Contrary to the forecast, the weather was incredibly

good that day, at the utmost lacking a bit of a breeze

sometimes to put in our sails.

All the people on board were encouraged to help

the crew, for example setting the sails or fixing the

ropes. Also, we were invited to climb up the rigging

— it goes without saying that I could not resist. The

view from the top of the ship was just fabulous and

ifwe had not been about to approach an island for

a short stop, I would have stayed up there even

longer.

Of course, islands are a dime a dozen in the Bay

of Islands, but ours was certainly the most splendid

one around. Instead of staying down at the beach,

I went up on hill to take some more photos. In the

meantime, one of the crew members had prepared

an absolutely delicious meal. We even had a good

wind on the second half of our sail, which, all in all,

was a lot of fun and very relaxing.

Back on dry land, I had to hit the road to get

to Ka￢aia. This is only a hundred kilometre trip,

but it took me more than two hours, which was

mainly due to a lot of serpentines. Driving on

the left hand side of the road proved to be no

problem by then. However, the left-hand trakc

is much more dikcult as a pedestrian, especially

when crossing a street. Kaitaia itselfwas a

rather boring place, but it is the gateway to the

northmost corners ofNew Zealand.

The Bay of Islands seen from the rigging
24mm, 1 /1 00" at f/1 4, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Reef on Waewaetorea Island
30mm, 1 /1 25" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Ninety Mile Beach & Cape Reinga

From Kaitaia, I went on a bus tour to get to Cape

Reinga, the northwesternmost point of the North

Island ofNew Zealand. This saved me from driving

a few hundred kilometres more that day and

allowed me to get a drive along Ninety Mile Bea￫.

This beach is an okcial highway, though it is

usually not allowed to drive there with a rental car.

Rather close to Ninety Mile Beach are the

Te Paki sand dunes, which look a lot like a desert

landscape — what a contrast if you have been used

to all the greenery ofCoromandel and Northland.

Sandboarding, sliding down these dunes on plastic

sleds, is very popular among tourists. But as you

inevitably end up with oodles of sand in your

clothes when doing this, I decided to do some

action shots in lieu thereof.

We journeyed on northwards and after a short

lunch break in Tapotupotu Baywe reached Cape

Reinga. It is the place where the Tasman Sea and

the Pacific Ocean meet and the view over the seas

is just amazing. The sole nuisance is probably all

the tourists in this spot.

One disadvantage of being on a bus tour is that

you cannot stay as long in one location as you

would like. Our stop in Cape Reinga was much

too short for my taste. At least, we picked the

perfect time, since the clouds were just giving way

to the sun when we arrived.

One advantage, however, is that you get to

meet other people. So I met Josua, a very nice guy

from Switzerland who was visiting Aotearoa — the

Meeting of the seas at Cape Reinga
1 5mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Clouds over Te One-roa-a-Tōhē — Ninety Mile Beach
24mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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land of the long white cloud, as New Zealand is

called by the Māori — for three months before

spending half a year in Australia. As he was also

about to go south, we decided to travel together

for a few days. There were two more stops on our

way back to Kaitaia; one at a little store that sold

enormous scoops of ice cream, something I —

again — was unable to resist, and another at an

overpriced souvenir shop.

After eight hours on the bus we set out for

Omapere, a neat settlement on the West Coast.

Thanks to the good company, time was flying

while we were waiting for the Rawene ferry, which

saved us from a long detour. Omapere itselfwas a

really nice place; unfortunately, it was already too

late for us to get something to eat there. It seems

that most Kiwis aren’t night owls.

Confrontation
300mm, 1 /800" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (M80200)

Seagull in Opononi Harbour
1 20mm, 1 /1 60" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Cape Reinga Lighthouse
24mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Matapia Island jutting out of the Tasman Sea
300mm, 1 /2000" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (M80200)

Swarm of seagulls hovering at Tapotepotu Bay
82mm, 1 /2000" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Seagull on Opononi Wharf
1 20mm, 1 /200" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Rarawa White Silica Beach
1 50mm, 1 /5000" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M100M)
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Waipoua Forest & Raglan

We spent the night in a beautiful, first class

bed  &  breakfast just a short hop from the beach.

It is awesome to be able to start the day by

walking barefoot in the sand at sunrise. My

Swiss friend was rather lucky that I had booked

a room large enough for a small family and there

was no problem upgrading to two guests. We

had breakfast with the owner of the house and

chatted about where we went and what we were

about to see. All in all, it was truly hard to leave

this place.

After just a few kilometres on the sh12, we

crossedWa￡oua ForeH, a large forest of kauri

trees and home to two of the largest living

exemplars of this species. We visited one of

them, Tāne Mahuta, named after the god of the

forest and birds in Māori mythology. It is more

than fifty metres high, its trunk girth is almost

fourteen metres and it is estimated to have an age

ofmore than 1,000 years.

Another small detour from the highway is

Trounson Kauri Park, which offers a nice short

walk amidst kauri trees, kiekie, various ferns and

epiphytic plants.

A mediocre pizza served in sesquipedalian time

later, we found ourselves stuck in the Auckland

trakc again — it is amazing how fast you get used

to reclusiveness. Time was not really on our side

and it was still quite a trip to Raglan, where we

wanted to visit the Bridal Veil Falls after checking

in. Fortunately I had booked a twin room for the

night as the backpacker was fully booked when we

arrived at around 7  pm. We sallied out for the falls

immediately and I double-checked the sunset

time with my gps — 8:22, so we had plenty of

time.

The Bridal Veil Falls are absolutely magnificent,

regrettably the path down to the very bottom of

the falls was closed. On our way up we saw the

horizon dyeing in red, when it suddenly occurred

to us that we should actually be at the Raglan

beach for the sunset. However, we had slightly

more than twenty-five minutes left to get back to

the car and drive twenty kilometres back to

Raglan. On the typical New Zealand roads, this

required a rallye rather than a comfy drive.

We arrived at the backpacker at 8:16, jumped

out of the car, grabbed the camera and raced

down to the beach. Two hundred shots in merely

five minutes — whew!

Eye-like pattern in the bark of a tree
1 50mm, 1 /80" at f/2.8, ISO 400 (M100M)

Tāne Mahuta, New Zealand’s largest known living kauri tree
Exposure fused panorama of 1 5 images, 1 2mm, 1 /1 5" ±2 EV at f/1 6, ISO 200 (P8)

π





Bridal Veil Falls, Waikato District
Average of 8 images, 39mm, 2" at f/25, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)

Levitating Leaves
1 50mm, 1 /1 00" at f/5, ISO 400 (M100M)
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A Raglan Sunset
24mm, 1 /1 60" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Maungatautari & Taranaki

The next day, I had to take my leave of Josua, who

wanted to stay in Raglan for a whole week. It was

about half past seven in the morning when I left

for New Plymouth. I stopped for a short nature

trail in Piron￤a National Park and since it was still

rather early, I was alone on the Mangakara Nature

Walk — lovely! Quite a contrast to the next place

I was going to visit.

Maungatautari Ecolo￤cal Island is a fully fenced

area that is almost completely void ofmammals.

Prior to human settlement, the only native

mammals in New Zealand were a few species

of bats. The two islands were populated entirely

by birds, which is the main reason why endemic

birds such as the kiwi were able to develop.

Through the introduction ofmammals, with

the brush tailed possum leading the way, the

ecosystem has been unbalanced, causing some

of the unique bird species to be at the risk of

extinction.

The primary goal of the Ecological Island

project is to recreate as much of the original

ecosystem ofNew Zealand as possible. Visitors

may exclusively enter the area through a series of

two locks, preventing any animals from creeping

in. Inside, there are a couple of tracks ofdifferent

length, ofwhich I chose the Rata Tra￣ in the

southern part. On my way, I met a woman who

was a member of the Ecological Island and we

talked about the project as well as about my trip.

In the end, she gave me a few tips for the South

Island that proved very valuable in retrospect.

My last stopover was the Kiwi House in

Otarohanga. They had a nice enclosure for their

kiwis, but sadly the rest of the park was quite

ordinary and I was really feeling pity for their

two seemingly agitated kea.

Driving through Taranaki, it was hard not

to stop every few hundred metres. Beautiful

landscapes as far as the eye can reach. At 6:30  pm,

I could finally see Mt  Taranaki; or rather, I could

guess its presence, for it was completely hidden

in the clouds despite the otherwise nice weather.

This foiled my plans to walk around Lake

Mangamahoe in the evening and take some

photos ofMt  Taranaki.

So I went straight to the backpacker in New

Plymouth and later to the beach, hoping for a

perfect sunset. The sunset itselfwas truly nice,

however, the sun chose to set forthright behind

an industrial park — not quite the kind of shot I

envisioned.

House sparrow on a pole
300mm, 1 /320" at f/2.8, ISO 400 (M80200)

Little stream in Pirongia Forest Park
24mm, 8" at f/22, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)



Trees in Pirongia Forest Park
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 24mm, 1 /60" ±2 EV at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Ruru — the Morepork Owl — in Otarohanga
270mm, 1 /1 00" at f/2.8, ISO 800 (M80200)
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Lake Mangamahoe &
National Park

What a day! I had just finished uploading my blog

posts — sitting in my car next to a motel with a

wireless hotspot — and was about to leave New

Plymouth, when suddenly my vehicle refused to

start. It was quiet as a mouse. But first things

first…

My alarm clock was ringing at just before

6  am since I wanted to catch the sunrise at Lake

Mangamahoe this morning. I checked out by

simply leaving my keys on the bed; it seems the

Kiwis aren’t early birds either. When I reached

the lake about half an hour later, I was alone once

again. Not much to my surprise, as it was quite

nippy. But it was absolutely worth it. Just a little

while later I had a fantastic view on Mt  Taranaki

with just a few tiny clouds flanking the mountain.

After walking around the lake, I went back to

New Plymouth to fuel up, buy some food and water

for the next days and locate a hotspot to check my

e-mail and update my blog. Which was when I

became aware of the aforementioned problem with

my car. Of course, it was my fault. I forgot to switch

the lights offafter leaving the underground parking

of the store and left it on for more than half an

hour while being on the internet.

A few minutes later I had a guest membership

in the New Zealand Automobile Association and in

almost no time two nzaa folks came along to give

me a jump start. Fortunately, I had about 250

kilometres to fully recharge the battery on my

way to Tongariro National Park. Despite my little

mishap, I had plenty of time to stop and admire

the scenery.

The second half of the way was ascending from

sea level to more than 800  metres. When I arrived

in National Park — yes, this is really the name of

the town — I could already see the volcanoes of

the Tongariro massif.

Fly on a leaf near Lake Mangamahoe
1 50mm, 1 /1 25" at f/8, ISO 800 (M100M)
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Taranaki Morning Mood
1 20mm, 1 /500" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Morning dew on yellow flower leaves
1 50mm, 1 /1 60" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (M100M)

Pearls on a string
90mm, 1 /1 00" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Whanganui River
1 20mm, 1 /320" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Tongariro Alpine Crossing

Perfect timing. The blister I had on my foot since

the Auckland trail was fully healed by now, just in

time for today’s hike. After having breakfast at

the lodge, our little group was taken to the end of

Mangatepopo Road, which marked the beginning

of the Tongariro Alpine Crossing, allegedly the

most beautiful One Day Walk in New Zealand.

We were about to be picked up again at the other

end of the Crossing about seven and a half hours

later. That was the time we had for the twenty

kilometre track, including about 900  metres of

ascent and 1,200  metres ofdescent.

We did not see a lot of the landscapes during

the first hours due to the misty conditions. After

scaling The Devil’s Staircase— a short, steep

section with a difference in altitude of about

300  metres — the wind was becoming quite

strong and chilly and I was glad to have taken my

coat with me. The track proceeded to Red Crater,

which was apparently named after the colour of

the lava rocks covering the ground. It still was

impossible to look much further than to the next

Descent from Red Crater
24mm, 1 /640" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Signpost on the Crossing
52mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Emerald Lake
24mm, 1 /800" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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of these boulders. With the temperature going

down and the wind becoming even stronger, I did

not envy some of the girls who seemingly had

nothing but their shirts and shorts with them.

As I was ahead of schedule, I decided to take

a three kilometre side trip to the 1,967  metre

summit ofMt  Tongariro. I was still hoping to

get out of the clouds at some point, but instead

it started to drizzle. On the way back to the

Crossing, the incomprehensible happened: for

about twenty seconds, I could peek at the blue sky

and catch a glimpse of the Emerald Lakes. But it

was a short-lived elation.

Back at Red Crater, I descended a few metres

on the ash slide leading down to the lakes and

had my lunch. And suddenly, my side-trip to

Mt  Tongariro had paid off— within two minutes,

the mist was completely gone and I could see the

Emerald Lakes in all their magnificence. I took

a whole bunch ofphotos — more than one

thousand on this day — even though I had

stripped down my camera gear to the bare

minimum for the trek.

Despite the strong odor ofhydrogen sulfide, it

was hard to drag myself away from green of the

lakes. After passing by the Blue Lake, the mist

came back and the track was beginning to descend.

Contrary to the descent from Red Crater on its ash

slide, this was rather straining as the ground was

fairly hard.

Mt  Ngauruhoe, the stand-in forMount Doom in

the Lord of the Rings movies, was impossible to

spot today and surely nobody considered

climbing it under these conditions. Nonetheless,

the Tongariro Alpine Crossing is indeed a very

fine walk, even in less than perfect conditions.

And I was actually more fortunate than the hikers

who were about to go on the next day — their

tours had been cancelled due to bad weather.

Red Crater
24mm, 1 /500" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Red Crater
67mm, 1 /1 60" at f/1 3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Blue Lake in the mist
24mm, 1 /640" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Column of Ants
1 20mm, 1 /200" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Remnants of rain on Tongariro tussock
52mm, 1 /80" at f/5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

In the Devil’s Staircase
24mm, 1 /80" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Red Crater
27mm, 1 /640" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Taupo & Rotorua

Indeed, all ofNew Zealand was literally covered

by one big cloud with an apparently inexhaustible

supply ofwater on the following day and so I did

not go about any of the outdoor activities I had

planned. Instead, I went straight to Lake Taupo,

which is very impressive and feels more like an

ocean than a lake. While I was standing at the

shore in my rain clothes, I was approached by a

guy in a jeep.

It turned out that he was also on vacation and

had intended to do the Tongariro Alpine Crossing

today. His name was Louis, he was from the

Netherlands and we arranged to meet in an

internet café in Taupo. I learned later that while I

was working for a Dutch company, he had been

working for a German company before he decided

to quit and go down under. We had a look at some

of the photos I took and we both peeked into our

e-mail accounts from my netbook.

Just outside ofTaupo lie the Huka-Falls. Facing

the rain, I went out of the car to take some photos

of the enormous amounts ofwater tumbling down

the slopes. Equipped with my large camera in one

hand and an umbrella — mainly to protect the

camera — in the other, it must have been quite

entertaining for the surprisingly large number of

visitors.

Before getting to Rotorua I drove past Orakei

Korako, one of the two local geothermal parks

I had originally intended to visit that day. In

Rotorua — where, as a matter of course, it was still

raining — I visited the Museum ofArt & HiHory

situated in an old bathhouse, whose history is

itself part of the exhibition.

The spooky cellar of the Rotorua Museum of Art & History
24mm, 1 /1 0" at f/3.5, ISO 800 (CZ1 680)

Toilet bowl recycling
45mm, 1 /1 00" at f/4, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Huka Falls
82mm, 1 /1 250" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Wai-O-Tapu & Te Urewera

Wai-O-Tapu Geothermal Wonderland is the second

of the two geothermal parks in the Rotorua area.

I arrived when they were just opening their gates.

The weather was rather good and all the colours,

shapes and sounds were absolutely elusive. If only

there would have been a way to get rid of this

disgusting smell everywhere. After just a few

minutes, I had a strong feeling of sickness.

Fortunately, the Lady Knox Geyser, which was

a short drive fromWai-O-Tapu, was about to

erupt soon, so I could take a little break from the

hydrogen sulfide scent.

When I came back for the second part of the

park, I saw a familiar face approaching me. It was

Rémy, a French vacationer, who I first met on the

R.   Tucker Thompson. Upon leaving, indeed, it

started to rain. But it did not disturb me a lot, as I

was about to drive for a few hours anyway.

However, before heading for Tuai, I went to

another supermarket to get a sandwich building

set and some cookies, for I had been told that

there are no shops in Tuai and it would be hard

to find something to eat.

Tuai lies just near beautiful Lake Waikaremoana

in the middle ofTe Urewera National Park. The

shortest way to get there is the old State Highway

38. The name is probably a little misleading, since

most of the sh38 is just gravel road. It is only

occasional that you can drive faster than forty

kilometres per hour and in many sections the

track is just wide enough for a single car.

The Champagne Pool in Wai-O-Tapu — Sacred Waters
75mm, 1 /800" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Black and white branches in Wai-O-Tapu
45mm, 1 /50" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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With rain, the road is twice as interesting, since

it is a lot like trying to drive on soft soap. It took

three hours to make a hundred kilometres and I

met just a handful of other cars on that way. The

drive was really exciting and fun, and the amazing

scenery ofTe Urewera added a lot to it.

Uphill and downhill, passing rivers, forests,

lakes and waterfalls; horses that were browsing on

the road and seemingly abandoned settlements

that were slowly being recaptured by nature. Due

to the volume of trakc, it was no problem to just

back up a little when having missed an attractive

place. Driving the sh38 was a very nice experience

that I can wholeheartedly recommend to every

New Zealand visitor.

Arriving in Tuai, I only found a note at the

reception asking me to call a number when I got

there. No sooner said than done! Within a few

minutes, someone came along to hand me my

keys. Just a little later when I was stepping out

of the house, I saw a phenomenal rainbow

right above Lake Whakamarino in front of the

property.

Of course, I had to get my camera, and that

way I got to talk to an Australian couple who

came back from a walk and who finally invited

me to have dinner with them. After talking for

a while and seeing some photos I decided to go

for a walk under the starlit sky.

Too bad I picked up the car keys instead of

the room keys when leaving the house. With a

guilty conscience, I had to go to the reception

and call the woman again to unlock my room.

The Mud Pool
52mm, 1 /320" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

The Devil’s Bath
24mm, 1 /400" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Rainbows over Lake Whakamarino, Tuai
1 5mm, 1 /800" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Colourful rocks in Wai-O-Tapu
75mm, 1 /320" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Bubbles
75mm, 1 /1 60" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Mandelbrot Landscape
1 20mm, 1 /1 25" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Iron oxide coloured rocks
1 20mm, 1 /400" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Antimony coloured shoreline of the Champagne Pool
67mm, 1 /250" at f/1 3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Lake Waikaremoana
52mm, 1 /500" at f/6.3, ISO 400 (CZ1 680)

Mokau Falls in Te Urewera National Park
24mm, 1 /320" at f/4.5, ISO 400 (CZ1 680)

The old State Highway 38
45mm, 1 /1 25" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Aniwaniwa River
24mm, 1 /80" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)



Black swans on Lake Waikaremoana
1 20mm, 1 /200" at f/8, ISO 400 (CZ1 680)

Horses on the highway
1 20mm, 1 /320" at f/5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Waterdrops reflecting the sky
1 50mm, 1 /250" at f/4, ISO 800 (M100M)
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Napier

After a very quiet and relaxing night at Lake

Whakamarino, I went on a short hike to

Lake Waikare￢i. This mountain lake is special

because there is an island with another lake

in its middle. A fascinating, almost recursive

constellation, given that New Zealand itself is

also just an island within a big sea.

It was rather windy by the lake and so I did

not feel like taking one of the boats that were

waiting on the shore to get to the island. A bit

later, I heard some voices and a woman and her

daughter were appearing out of the middle of the

forest. They had been hiking for three days and

made more than sixty kilometres in that time.

There is some sort of insignia for adolescents in

New Zealand that requires them to do a walk like

this in less than four days. Anyway, the two were

quite exhausted and, as they told me, truly

longing for a warm shower.

Back on the sh38 I noticed that it was not a lot

easier to drive when it is dry. Since yesterday’s

ride, my car was looking very scruffy and

somehow it was a pity when I got back to drive on

a tarred road on my way to Napier.

I arrived in Napier early in the afternoon and

went straight to cell number eighteen ofNapier

Prison. No, it was not because I had been speeding

on the sh38. The prison is no longer being used as

such and had been turned into a rather unique

backpacker where you can inhabit a solitary or

twin cell of your choice for a limited time.

Naturally, this kind of accommodation has

some peculiarities. For example, the light can

exclusively be operated from outside of the cell.

Napier Prison
33mm, 1 /1 25" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Tuatara at the New Zealand National Aquarium, Napier
75mm, 1 /40" at f/2.5, ISO 800 (M50)
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And, of course, the cells were not meant to be

locked from the inside. After all, I had a tiny lock

for my cell for when I was outside. Lastly, there

was just a single knob in the showers. Contrary to

my first assumption, the water controlled by this

knob was fortunately hot.

Napier is quite a beautiful city. A lot of cities in

New Zealand look a little run down — a bit like

in the us — to European eyes, that is. But Napier

is quite peachy. The town had to be rebuilt after

an earthquake in the 1930’s, and a lot of spots

here still look like they are straight from that era.

In addition, there were many vintage cars and

people dressed in clothes from that time. I only

realised later that I was so lucky to visit Napier

on its Art Déco Weekend.

Once again, I spent my evening on the beach,

which was just a five minute walk from the jail.

In retrospect, this is one of the things that I miss

most — just sitting on a beach at dusk and

listening to the sound of the sea.

Vintage cars on Marine Parade
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 42mm, 1 /250" ±2 EV at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

View on Napier Harbour from Bluff Hill
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 24mm, 1 /1 60" ±2 EV at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Lone Star Restaurant in an old Art Déco building
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 24mm, 1 /320" ±2 EV at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)



1 926 Fiat on display on Emerson Street
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 52mm, 1 /320" ±2 EV at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Napier Centennial Gardens
Exposure fused panorama of 1 5 images, 1 2mm, 1 /1 3" ±2 EV at f/1 6, ISO 200 (P8)

π
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Cape Kidnappers

My second day in Napier started at six o’clock in

the morning after a very pleasant night. I went

down to the beach again to take some photos of

the sunrise after checking last night that there

was surely nothing like an industrial area in the

way of the sun.

Shortly after that, my tour to Cape Kidnappers

left from the beach ofClifton, a small town south

ofNapier. As I was expecting, this tour had a very

Kiwi touch: all passengers were seated on the

trailers of two old, loud and glaring red tractors,

which were then pulling their load over the

beach. Actually, most of the time we were driving

through shallow water; not out of a necessity,

but because our driver was apparently having a

lot of fun in making sure we all got at the very

least our feet wet.

Cape Kidnappers was named after an attempt

by local Māori to abduct a member of the crew

ofCaptain James Cook in 1769. Besides its

interesting geology, Cape Kidnappers is famous

for a large colony ofAustralasian gannets, to

which we went up on a short walkway.

On my way back to Napier, I made a brief stop

at the National Aarium ofNew Zealand. Two of

the main attractions are a transparent tube that

allows you to walk through the aquarium and

the possibility to go swimming with some small

sharks. Also, they show a very good movie on the

country’s national symbol, the kiwi.

Surprisingly, after having travelled for almost

two weeks now with a rather tight schedule, it

was pretty strange not to have anything particular

to do for half of a day. I could just have relaxed a

little; instead, I went up to BluffHill Lookout for a

nice view on the Napier and its harbour.

When I got back to Napier Prison, I broke the

lock ofmy cell. To be exact, the key cylinder got

broken into two parts. I was not too surprised to

read made in china written on the lock. Anyhow,

since the main part of the lock was still perfectly

doing what it was supposed to do, this placed me

into the strange situation ofhaving to break into

my cell with a bolt cropper, which was giving the

other prisoners a good laugh.

Tractor tour along Clifton Beach
300mm, 1 /2500" at f/3.5, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Adult Tākapu — the Australasian Gannet
300mm, 1 /2500" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Cape Kidnappers coastline
24mm, 1 /640" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Reef at Cape Kidnappers
52mm, 1 /800" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Gannet colony at Te Kauae-o-Māui — Cape Kidnappers
300mm, 1 /3200" at f/4, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Young Gannet
300mm, 1 /2500" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Wellington

I merely took about thirty-six photos — the

equivalent of a good old analog film roll — today.

Not a lot, compared to my daily average of about

five hundred pictures. It was not because I did

not feel like taking photos, just that the scenery

on my way from Napier toWellington very much

resembled what I already saw on the North

Island and that the weather was not particularly

good.

My first stop was the place with the longest

name in the world: Taumatawhakatan￤hanga-

koauauotamateatur￡ukakapikimaungahoronu-

kupokaiwhenuak￢anatahu, which translates as

the hill on whi￫ Tamatea, the ￫iefofgreat physical

Hature and renown, played a lament on his flute to

the memory ofhis brother. A very impressive sign!

And it evidently attracts a lot of people.

A motorcyclist also stopped for the sign and as

we started to talk, we realised we were both from

Germany and actually not living too far away

from each other. He just came from the South

Island and was very enthusiastic about it.

On the way to MaHerton, what I had been

expecting all the time finally happened — I’m

driving around a bend and suddenly find myself

in the middle of a flock of sheep. So, this is where

the Kiwis are hiding all their sheep! The shepherd

followed his flock on a quad and with the help of

The longest place name in the world
27mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Flock of sheep on Route 52
39mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Statue showing Māori explorer Kupe Raiatea
45mm, 1 /1 600" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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his dog he was able to drive the sheep around my

car quickly.

After stopping for a short nap near a picnic area

in the afternoon, I met two people from Britain on

a hilltop just before Wellington where I arrived in

the later afternoon. Finding my lodging was no

problem at all; finding some parking space was a

lot more complicated for I was unable to discover

a place to leave my car for more than twelve hours.

Early in the evening, I walked into the city

centre to meet with theWellington Perl Mongers,

a group ofpeople with an affection for the Perl

programming language. I had contacted them a

while before and offered to give a talk on one of

the extensions I had written for Perl.

After arriving at the CatalyH House, a guy helped

me to get to the right floor with the elevator,

something that was impossible without the right

identification. I soon ended up in a very familiar

looking large room of software developers.

Everyone was very kind and I was happy to see

that almost ten people were attending my talk.

As usual, I exceeded my time limit, but I got very

positive feedback. It was really fun to give an

English talk again.

Following, we went for dinner with a smaller

group. At the table, we split into commensurate

beer and red wine fractions, ofwhich I joined

the latter to have a very good New Zealand

Merlot with my pizza. By the way, I was not the

only German at the table; Tobias, sitting on the

opposite side, moved to Wellington about three

months ago without ever having been to New

Zealand before.

The next morning, I went to wash the clothes

that had accumulated over the last two weeks.

Luckily — since I had taken a flight with a

stopover in the usa — I was able to bring enough

clothes with me not to have to worry about

washing too often. After finally solving my

parking problem as well by moving the car to

a parking space about one kilometre from the

accommodation, I went to the highly acclaimed

Museum ofNew Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa or

just Te Papa, as it is commonly called.

And indeed, this museum is great place to

spend a day or two. As admission is free, it is not

a problem to come back several times. Te Papa

offers a representative cross section of the

history, culture and nature ofNew Zealand.

View on Wellington International Airport and Lyall Bay from Mount Albert
Freehand panorama of 4 images, 24mm, 1 /1 250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Mānuka tree made of wire in front of Te Papa
24mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Pyramid sculpture near Civic Square in Wellington
24mm, 1 /640" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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The museum building itself is also interesting:

built near one of the world’s most active fault

lines, it uses a special technology called base

isolation to alleviate the effects of a potential

earthquake. The base of the building “floats” on

135 isolators, large blocks of rubber with a lead

core.

TheWellington Cable Car, a funicular railway

operating for more than a hundred years and a

well-known symbol of the town, carried me up

to the Kelburn hills. Next to the terminal are the

Cable Car Museum, the Carter Observatory and the

Wellington Botanical Gardens, through which I

walked back down to the town centre.

As I had been recommended a geoca￫e at last

night’s dinner, I went up to Mt  Albert in the late

afternoon. But despite spending quite some time

looking around and even leaving a blood sample

on the hilltop, I was unable to find it. So instead,

I enjoyed a great view over Wellington in the

nearing dusk.

View towards Civic Square from Wellington Harbour
24mm, 1 /250" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

The Wellington Cable Car and Kelburn Park
42mm, 1 /400" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Old Cable Car on display in the Wellington Cable Car Museum
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 24mm, 1 /1 00" ±2 EV at f/6.3, ISO 800 (CZ1 680)
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A rose in the Botanical Gardens
1 50mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (M100M)

Fountain in the Botanical Gardens
1 50mm, 1 /3200" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M100M)

Sparrows on the backrest of a bench
1 50mm, 1 /2000" at f/3.5, ISO 200 (M100M)
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Highland Park at sunrise
82mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Marlborough & Nelson

I had to check in before 7:25  am on the Interislander,

my ferry to PiDon. There was already a lot going on

when I arrived, but I bypassed most of the cars after

someone indicated that there was a second lane for

passenger cars. As this lane was almost empty, I

was among the first to enter the ship. The sun was

fortunately shining on deck, since it was a very

chilly morning. It took one long hour until the

Ka￢aki finally left the Wellington harbour.

Goodbye, North Island!

The sun became shier and hid behind some

clouds as soon as we left the harbour and the wind

was getting stronger. Most of the people who

beforehand filled the sun deck went down into the

hull of the ship, for it was biting cold when we were

on the open sea of the Cook Stra￢. But the view was

so fantastic that I could resist the temptation to

leave the deck as well.

During the last third of the three hour trip, we

went through the beautifulMarlborough Sounds.

The hills on both sides provided a good barrier for

the wind and people started to come back. The

rugged coastline and the scattered islands of the

sounds give a very good first impression of the

South Island.

After arriving in Picton on the South Island,

I took the Queen Charlotte Drive to get to Nelson.

The drive goes past the homonymous Queen

Charlotte Sound and it was almost impossible not

to meet someone from the ferry when stopping at

some attractive point along the route.

According to the Lonely Planet, Nelson, which is

located in the Tasman Bay, is the sunniest place in

whole New Zealand. For me, though, it made an

exception. After a few kilometres, in Richmond, I

could not resist going to Hell a second time. I first

went to this pizza chain in Wellington after some

Perl Mongers recommended them to me. And it

was certainly a good tip; their pizzas are very tasty

and the whole concept of, um, Hell, is rather

original.

Fully refueled by a Cursed pizza, I continued my

trip to Motueka. I arrived quite soon and so I had

some more time to enjoy the nature in this place

before falling asleep at about 7  pm. I probably got

up too early that morning.

The Kaitaki waiting to leave for the South Island
45mm, 1 /60" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

The last North Island sunrise
60mm, 1 /4000" at f/1 3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Arapawa Island in the Marlborough Sounds
82mm, 1 /1 60" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Queen Charlotte Sound
24mm, 1 /500" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Queen Charlotte Drive
24mm, 1 /500" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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In the Cook Strait
24mm, 1 /2500" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Solitary Ship
24mm, 1 /640" at f/5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

View towards York Park, Motueka
24mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Kōtuku Ngutupapa — the Royal Spoonbill
750mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 800 (M500R)
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Small River near Hira, Nelson
24mm, 30" at f/1 8, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680, ND1000)
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Abel Tasman National Park

It was just on this day that I realised I should

probably go sailing more often. Whenever I have

been on a sailing trip, the weather conditions

changed for the better. Today’s cruise was about

to take me into Abel Tasman National Park,

the smallest but most popular ofNew Zealand’s

national parks. It is named after Abel Tasman,

a Dutch seafarer and the first European to reach

New Zealand.

Abel Tasman National Park is an ideal place

to explore from the water, as it has lots of little

islands, bays and beaches. Most visitors, though,

walk the Abel Tasman CoaH Tra￣. We went out

on a catamaran in the morning and after a short

while the wind came up and we were able to sail.

The cruise led us past Spl￢ Apple Ro￣, a rock

that looks like, well, a split apple. Or some other

round, split thing. The name is probably due

to the fact that growing apple trees is rather

popular in the region. (Just in case you need

more proof, I was staying at the Happy Apple

Ba￣pa￣ers. )

Visiting Adele Island is an awe-inspiring

experience. The island is now predator free after

all mice — the last remaining mammalian pest —

have been eradicated. Thanks to this effort, the

number ofnative birds has grown rapidly and the

bird chorus you can hear all around the island is

simply stunning.

We went ashore in An￫orage to have lunch:

tasty sandwiches, some cake and — of course —

apples. With new energy and a few minutes left

before going back on the catamaran, I went for

a short walk to see Te Pukatea Bay. According to

the signposts, this is a sixty minute trip, but it is

easy to do in less than half an hour even with a

heavy bag of photo stuff.

After spotting a seal colony on Pinnacle Island

and passing by some of the places we saw earlier,

we returned to Ka￢er￢eri in the late afternoon.

A very pleasant trip, and certainly much better

than driving the car all day long.

Seal on Pinnacle Island
300mm, 1 /500" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)

Our catamaran
24mm, 1 /640" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Split Apple Rock
1 20mm, 1 /500" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Abel Tasman coastline
52mm, 1 /320" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Sailing Abel Tasman National Park
1 2mm, 1 /320" at f/1 6, ISO 200 (P8)

Black Variable Oystercatcher on Anchorage Beach
300mm, 1 /800" at f/8, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Little bay near Anchorage
24mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Golden Bay

I was supposed to go on a bus tour from

Collingwood to Farewell Sp￢ today. Due to the

tide, this tour was about to start no earlier

than 2  pm. As Collingwood is just a hundred

kilometres from Motueka, I had plenty of time

that morning and so I started planning my

South Island tour in more detail, trying to

incorporate some of the tips I was given over

the past weeks.

Before finally leaving Motueka, I fueled up

my car. It was a little odd to see the cashier

staring at my credit card for quite some time,

until he indicated to me that he came to New

Zealand from Austria about forty years ago

and was now wondering whether the town

mentioned on the card was in Switzerland or

in Germany. His German was a bit clumsy, but

it was really nice to meet someone with another

interesting story again.

The road to Collingwood leads through

Kahuran￤ National Park and Golden Bay. It was

more rainy than golden, however, when I went

there. What I saw ofKahurangi through the mist

looked very promising, though, and I was simply

hoping for the next day when I was about to

come back the same road.

Located just a little ahead ofCollingwood

are the Te Waikoropupu Springs— or just Pupu

Springs— that are famous for the clarity of their

water. They are also a spiritually important place

for the Māori people. In their tradition, the

springs are home to Huriawa, one of the main

taniwha — guardian spirits — ofAotearoa.

Collingwood itself is a small village in Golden

Bay and the closest town to Farewell Spit, a

narrow sand spit in the very north of the South

Leaf after heavy rain
1 20mm, 1 /60" at f/4.5, ISO 1 600 (CZ1 680)

Rosy Glow delicacies
60mm, 1 /30" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Door at the Machinery & Early Settlers’ Museum
45mm, 1 /40" at f/5, ISO 800 (CZ1 680)
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Rosy Glow delicacies
60mm, 1 /30" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Early morning rainbow in Collingwood
52mm, 1 /50" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Island. Sadly, it was still raining cats and dogs

and arriving at the okce of the tour operation,

I was told that today’s tour had been cancelled.

So I had plenty of time in the middle of

nowhere. I went to Ro￣ville, an even smaller

place than Collingwood, where I visited the

Golden Bay Ma￫inery & Early Settlers’ Museum.

A very strange visit, because at first I was the

sole human being in the entire museum. There

was something like a reception desk, but it was

simply showing a sign asking for a donation to

the museum. Nonetheless, it was worth seeing.

They have all kinds of old tractors, farming

machinery and other settlers’ items, including

the Pioneer K￢￫en, a whole kitchen from the

early settlers’ days.

It was nice to experience all this on my own

for more than an hour. Just when I was about

to leave, two larger groups of Japanese and

American tourists were invading the museum,

making some tremendous noise. Good that I

was already on my way out.

Back in Collingwood, I went to my quarters.

Asking for other worthwhile things to do, I was

recommended to drop by the Rosy Glow Chocolate

House, which was only a five minute walk from

where I was staying — although I guess in this

place everything is just a five minute walk.

Unfortunately, I did walk there and since the rain

was more going sideways than actually falling, I

was soaking wet when I arrived.

But the chocolates and cakes were absolutely

worth it. After I tasted the first piece in the

evening, I was vexed about not having taken

more, especially because I would have to leave

before the shop opened again the next morning.

Golden Bay Awakening
1 20mm, 1 /50" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Somerset, the Somerset House cat
300mm, 1 /1 25" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (M80200)
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The world’s clearest water at Te Waikoropupu Springs
45mm, 1 /250" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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West Coast

I got up early in the morning and the first thing I

did was to go outside with my camera. Now I saw

why they called this place Golden Bay. An amazing

sunrise, slight mist still covering the land and an

impressive rainbow touching the ground.

During breakfast, I was telling Chris — the

owner of the place I stayed in — about the photos

I took of the sunrise and ofhis cat and after

seeing them, he was very interested in getting a

copy. While I was copying the images, the dog of

the house had his head resting on my lap and he

seemed to be very keen on my jam sandwich.

On the way back to Motueka, I could enjoy the

landscapes ofKahurangi National Park that had

been hidden in the mist yesterday as well as the

clear waters of the Pupu Springs in sunshine — a

stunning beauty that is quite hard to capture in

a still frame.

From Motueka, I took the sh6 to get to the

WeH CoaH, also sometimes calledWet Coast

because of the amount of rainfall. Stopping at

Buller Gorge to walk over New Zealand’s longest

swing bridge, I had my first encounter with the

most evil beast of this country: the sandfly. These

tiny suckers — actually a lot smaller than I had

expected them to be — are really a pain in the ass.

The fact that they are so small does not change

things for the better, it just means that even more

will find their place on your skin.

Of course, I had prepared myself by getting some

insect repellent, but it was in the car and I was on

the bridge. Too bad, as the sandfly bites were not

healing very well and a lot of them were still visible

and itching when I got back to Germany. A good

way ofprotection from the sandflies, however, is

movement. So I was trying to stay in motion for

the rest of the Buller Gorge walk.

Arriving at the West Coast, the landscape was

instantly changing. Contrary to the North Island,

the coast and its beaches were a lot cruder,

First impressions of the West Coast
60mm, 1 /1 250" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Pororari River Gorge
24mm, 1 /25" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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primordial and just magnificent in a completely

different way. Shortly before arriving in Punakaiki,

I met another German, who told me he was not

sure ofwhat he was going to do the next week.

I would truly have liked to have had this kind of

problem.

In Punakaiki, a small town in Paparoa National

Park, I went to see the famous Pancake Ro￣s.

There were also a few weka — large, flightless

and rather curious birds endemic to New Zealand

— running around. Alas, it was a little late for

walking the Pororari River Tra￣. So I went to my

backpacker and enjoyed a quiet sunset down at

the beach.

I literally woke up in the middle of some

primeval forest the next morning. What an

experience! I opened my window and listened

to the Dawn Chorus of the bellbirds and tui for

a while.

Resuming my journey along the West Coast,

I passed through Greymouth and Hok￢ika. The

latter had been recommended to me by some

folks and so I stopped to stroll around and have

a look. Well, I did not find it too absorbing and

it looked more like a tourist trap to me with all

its souvenir shops.

Driving out ofHokitika, I met a German

from Karlsruhe, which is just a short drive

from where I live. He had been to Australia

for almost a year and was now trying to get to

Franz Josef. As this was also my destination for

today, I gave him a ride.

Weka on a parking area near the Pancake Rocks
300mm, 1 /640" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)

Raindrops
1 50mm, 1 /1 60" at f/3.5, ISO 200 (M100M)
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Looking towards Kahurangi National Park from Takaka Valley
1 5mm, 1 /250" at f/1 3, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Heavy raindrop hanging on a twig
1 50mm, 1 /1 60" at f/5, ISO 800 (M100M)

Old abandoned excavator on the Buller Gorge Bushline Walk
36mm, 1 /1 25" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Buller Gorge Swingbridge
24mm, 1 /80" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Pancake Rocks in Punakaiki
Freehand exposure fusion of 2 images, 24mm, 1 /1 00", 1 /1 600" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Rocks soaring out of the Tasman Sea
24mm, 1 /5000" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Sunset on a Punakaiki Beach
24mm, 1 /1 00" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Franz Josef & Fox Glaciers

The town Franz Josef is named after the

eponymous glacier and its sole purpose is

probably accommodating all the visitors to

this place. The glacier itselfwas named after

Austrian emperor Franz Josef  I by German

explorer Julius von Haast. However, I find its

Māori name Kā Roimata o Hine Hukatere—

The Tears of the Avalanche Girl — much more

pleasing.

The next morning was beautiful. It was

rather chilly but the sky was as blue as it could

possibly be and I could glance at the snow-

covered mountaintops of the Southern Alps

sitting enthroned over the palm trees in front

ofmy room.

At 8 am I was being picked up by the Franz

JosefGlacier Guides for a full day hike on the

glacier. The tour was perfectly organised, we

got all necessary equipment like sturdy boots,

crampons and rain jackets before we left on the

bus.

Standing in the valley in front of the glacier

is funny for two reasons. Firstly because

it looks so much closer and smaller than it

actually is; and secondly because it is odd to see

all the ice in close proximity to the surrounding

rain forest. The reason for why the glacier is

able to exist despite the high temperature lies

in the sheer amounts of rain falling over the

snowfield that feeds the glacier.

Arriving at the terminus of the glacier after

about one hour, we put on our crampons and

split into several smaller groups of about ten

people, each ofwhich got their own guide. The

guides were not only responsible for guiding us

over through the ice, but also for keeping the

track in shape. As the glacier moves at a speed

of about half a metre per day and the rain

melts the surface ice, the routes are constantly

changing.

Kā Roimata o Hine Hukatere — Franz Josef Glacier — over Peter’s Pond
24mm, 1 /1 25" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Fox River, Westland
24mm, 1 /80" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

State Highway 6 following the West Coast shoreline
33mm, 1 /800" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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The Waiho River sourced from Franz Josef Glacier
24mm, 1 /500" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Over the next hours, we climbed about 400

metres in altitude. By the time we went through

the first ice crevice, I knew why we had to take

the rain jackets despite the sunny day. There was

water covering the glacier everywhere and inside

of a crevice it turned into little waterfalls. At the

surface, though, it was very agreeable and we got

to see a lot of the blue glacier ice.

After a short lunch break, we began our

descent. The whole tour took about eight hours

and surprisingly was a lot less straining than the

Tongariro Crossing.

Just a few kilometres south ofFranz Josef lie

the Fox Glacier and Lake Matheson, which is

where I went the next morning. The weather was

awesome for the second day in a row and the one

hour walk around the lake was very pleasant and

offered a great view on Aoraki, at 3,754  metres

New Zealand’s highest mountain.

The gorgeous scenery was so inviting that

I had booked a skydive and the plane, a small

Cessna, was about to start just shortly after I

finished my walk around Lake Matheson. Not

that Fox Glacier Village had a real airport, they

had something called an airHr￡ and it looked

more like a plain field than a place to start and

land aircraft.

The view from the plane was absolutely

terrific and luckily I was allowed to take my

camera with me. After a few minutes of scenic

flight, Greg — who I was tied to for the jump —

started to push me towards the door. A last

smile and offwe went. I could catch a brief

glimpse of the plane while we were turning

Track maintenance — a sisyphean task
90mm, 1 /1 250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Steep faces surrounding Franz Josef Glacier Valley
33mm, 1 /200" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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The blue tears of the avalanche girl
45mm, 1 /640" at f/1 3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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around and Greg was doing lots ofnonsense

behind my back while we were in free fall.

About forty-five seconds later, the parachute

opened and after a quick jolt, the noise of the

wind gave way to complete silence. Taking offmy

glasses, I could enjoy the landscape again. I think

I could have been hanging under the parachute

like this for ages, but after a couple ofminutes we

had to prepare for landing.

Despite — as Greg told me later — adverse

wind conditions, the landing was absolutely

smooth. Back at the airstrip, the pilot told me he

took some more pictures with my camera on the

way down. This attitude — just doing it — is

something I truly like about the Kiwis.

A shark’s fin? — No, the profile of a parachute jump!
1 20mm, 1 /20" at f/4.5, ISO 800 (CZ1 680)
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Ascending the glacier
24mm, 1 /800" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Kā Tiritiri o Te Moana and Fox River (Thanks to the pilot for taking this nice photo!)
24mm, 1 /640" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Aoraki — the Cloud Piercer — at 3,754 metres the highest mountain in New Zealand
300mm, 1 /1 250" at f/5, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Kā Tiritiri o Te Moana — the Southern Alps — mirroring in Lake Matheson
30mm, 1 /250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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The airstrip of Fox Glacier Village
24mm, 1 /800" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Fox Glacier — Te Moeka o Tūawe — seen from 2,500 metres
24mm, 1 /400" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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View on the Southern Alps, 2,650 Metres above Tai Poutini National Park
27mm, 1 /1 000" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Haast Pass Highway

From Fox Glacier Village, I left southwards to

HaaH. I had a short break at Lake Moeraki for a

walk to Monro Bea￫ — a beautiful beach, yet full

of sandflies and thus not the best place to have

a rest.

The HaaH Pass Highway leading from Haast

toWanaka is also calledWorld Her￢age Highway,

for it leads through Te Wah￡ounamuWorld

Heritage area. The highway is every biker’s dream

and indeed, there were a lot ofmotorcycles on

the road.

Even though it was already late and dusk was

starting to fall, I did two short walks to the

Thunder Creek Falls and Fantail Falls. Especially

the Fantail Falls are absolutely worth a visit.

Passing by Lake Wanaka and Lake Hawea in the

dark, I arrived at my lodging near the south end

ofLake Hawea at 9  pm. The clear sky invited me

to enjoy the stars of the southern hemisphere

from the terrace ofmy room before falling asleep.

Haast Pass Highway — a biker’s dream
82mm, 1 /800" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Islets alongside the West Coast
24mm, 1 /500" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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The West Coast along Haast Highway
24mm, 1 /400" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Mountain ridge next to Tioripatea — Haast Pass
1 5mm, 1 /50" at f/22, ISO 200 (S1 020)

GCJ6R1
45mm, 1 /1 00" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Moon over Lake Wanaka
Freehand exposure fusion of 2 images, 24mm, 1 /80", 1 /250" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Fantail Falls
1 20mm, 1 .6" at f/29, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)
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Arrowtown & Queenstown

After having drawn the curtains this morning,

I noticed that this was the room with the best

view until now. I could see Lake Hawea in all its

broadness surrounded by steep mountain sides.

It would certainly have been nice to stay here for

a few days. Instead, I went back to Lake Wanaka

ofwhich I could not see very much last night.

Subsequently, I continued to drive south

to Arrowtown, making a quick halt inWanaka.

I realised only later that I missed Puzzling World

in Wanaka, a famous museum of illusions, mazes

and other puzzling oddities.

Arrowtown surely is a cute little place.

Looking back, I should rather have stayed here

than in QueenHown. I did a short loop walk along

the Arrow River and went into the town centre

later. Very touristy, but at the same time — as

opposed to Hokitika — very lovely. When I saw

the Arrowtown Bakery, I recalled that I had been

reading something about it in the Lonely Planet.

Standing in front of the entrance, I also

remembered what it was: home made pies.

With over twenty varieties of pies it was quite

a hard decision. I finally settled on Lamb & Mint

only to find that it was sold out. So I asked the

shop assistant for her favourite flavour and

ended up with an absolutely delicious Chi￣en

Satay Pie.

Highly delighted by the meal I went to

Queenstown, New Zealand’s Adrenaline Capital.

The town is located in a valley at Lake Wakat￡u

and indeed makes an impression of being a little

hyped up. I took the Skyline Gondola — at an

incline ofmore than thirty-seven degrees the

steepest lift in the southern hemisphere — to get

up to Bob’s Peak.

From the top ofBob’s Peak, you have an

awesome view on Queenstown, Lake Wakatipu

and the entire periphery. There is a lot of stuff

you can do up there like bungee jumping next to

the lift, tandem-paragliding or hurtling down in

a luge. However, I chose to do a plain walk on

the Skyline Loop Tra￣, which was almost empty

because everyone else was perfectly diverted.

Sunrise over Lake Hawea
1 5mm, 1 /640" at f/1 6, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Lonesome tree on Crown Range, Otago
24mm, 1 /250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Lake Wanaka
24mm, 1 /250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Buckingham Street in Arrowtown
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 24mm, 1 /1 00" ±2 EV at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Two seagulls over Roys Bay
24mm, 1 /500" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Queenstown and Lake Wakatipu seen from Bob’s Peak
24mm, 1 /250" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Lake Wakatipu
Exposure fused panorama of 36 images, 24mm, 1 /1 25" ±2 EV at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Te Anau & Fiordland

I left Queenstown early next morning after

getting some fresh food from the supermarket.

It proved true that day that you should not trust

your navigation system as far as you can throw it.

Apart from the fact that you rarely need it at all in

New Zealand, it was about to make me drive over

to the East Coast, then south and back to the

west again, a total ofmore than 500  kilometres.

In the end, I reached Te Anau without the

navigation driving less than 200  kilometres.

Once again, the scenery en route was fantastic.

Arriving in Te Anau even before noon, I quickly

left the town to drive to Milford Sound. In fact, I

had not planned to go there at all since it is more

than 120  kilometres from Te Anau. What a gross

mistake!

Approaching the Sound through Fiordland

National Park, the weather became worse with

every kilometre. And how lucky I was! I am sure

the Milford Road is also nice to see with a blue sky,

but when it is raining, it is simply staggering.

Hundreds of small, capillary branching cascades

plunging down the huge, almost vertical

callow-black rock faces. A sight to behold and

unfortunately hard to capture with a camera,

for in the wink of an eye the lens is covered with

waterdrops.

It seems that the kea — a parrot species endemic

to the alpine regions of the South Island — is also

not very keen on getting wet. They are said to

often bang around near the eastern entrance of

the Homer Tunnel, but regrettably I have not seen

any of these curious and extremely intelligent

birds.

The Homer Tunnel is about 1300  metres long

and seasonally operated as a one-way tunnel,

opening fifteen minutes in each direction. Inside,

the tunnel is redolent of a flowstone cave. The area

around the western access of the tunnel is even

more spectacular and the road descends about

800  metres to Milford Sound.

Milford Sound ViHor Centre resembles the train

station of an average city more than a contemplative

nature place. About every hour large ships of

various operators leave from here to carry more

than half a million visitors out on the ￥ord. The

tour I would have been interested in had left a little

earlier, so I decided to enjoy another drive on

Milford Road.

Back in Te Anau, I went to the Te Anau Wildlife

Centre which is located somewhat outside of town.

It is a small park, opened around the clock and

Gordon Kane Art Gallery, Te Anau
82mm, 1 /320" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Fiordland cascades
24mm, 1 /80" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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funded solely by donations. Walking back along

the shoreline ofLake Te Anau, I experienced

another wonderful sunset.

Originally, I wanted to do a ninety minute

helicopter flight over Fiordland the next day.

But with more than 200 days of rain per year,

chances were not very high that I would catch a

sunny day. Thankfully, the helicopter operators

do not insist on showing you clouds for one and

a half hours.

So instead I went to Milford Sound again —

crazy, given that initially I did not plan to go

there once — to make up for yesterday’s omitted

cruise. At the Vistor Centre, I was spoilt for

choice, having four different operators and

cruises to choose from. In the end, I took the one

that offered the longest cruise with the shortest

latency.

The weather was perfect. It was raining almost

nonstop — and Milford Sound came to life. And

so it is no use sitting in the warm body of the

ship all along. You better get the great experience

up on the rain de￣, as our captain called it. Up

there, the rain stops and starts within seconds,

gusts ofwind almost throw you overboard and —

despite the size of the ship — the swell out at the

Tasman Sea made it rather hard to walk.

The myriads ofwaterfalls are simply absorbing,

especially when the wind starts playing with

them. As we were heading back, the captain

arranged for some refreshment. He moved the

ship into one of the large waterfalls that are not

just fed by rain, but also by snowmelt from the

mountaintops. Standing on the front deck, I can

approximately confirm that the temperature is

close to zero. As one of only a few, I had put on

all ofmy rain gear, including waterproof trousers

and boots. A lot of people were there in their jeans

and became completely drenched.

Fortunately, we stopped for a short visit at

Milford Deep — an underwater observatory where

the fish are able to watch humans. In their lobby,

they had an oversized fan heater reminding me

closely of Sauron’s Eye on top ofMount Doom

and a cluster of people with steaming pants was

forming in front of it. A rather quaint sight. Every

once in a while, a smaller group disengaged from

the cluster and went about ten metres downstairs

to be observed by fish. The great attraction of

Milford Deep — black corals — were unable to

be seen due to the large amount of sweet water

covering Milford Sound after the rain.

We arrived at the Vistor Centre early in the

afternoon and driving back to Te Anau, I crossed

the forty-fifth parallel for the fifth time. Then I

took the Southern Scenic Route to Invercar￤ll and

on this road, I saw more sheep within three hours

than I had seen sheep and New Zealanders

combined over the past weeks. So here they are

all hiding — on the Southern Sheep Route. The

route is scarcely used and leads down to the

Pacific Coast where the landscape is minted by

a harsh salt-breeze from the ocean.

Southland scenery
24mm, 1 /200" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Deer near Lake George, Southland
90mm, 1 /400" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Waiau River, Southland
24mm, 1 /1 60" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Rainbow over Te Anau
1 6mm, 1 /800" at f/8, ISO 200 (S1 020)

Lone tree
39mm, 1 /250" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Whakaitpu Kā Tuka — Hollyford River
24mm, 1 /80" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Waterfall near The Chasm
24mm, 2.5" at f/22, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)
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Waterfall near The Chasm
24mm, 4" at f/22, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)
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Milford Sound cascades
36mm, 1 /80" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Milford Sound cascades
36mm, 1 /60" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Meeting of the Elements — Earth, Water & Air
39mm, 1 /80" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Myriads of waterfalls tumbling down the steep granite inclines of Fiordland
1 5mm, 1 /60" at f/8, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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The Catlins

I noticed I had had enough of cities when I

arrived in Invercargill. Thus, all I did there was

to sleep, buy some food and fuel up the car

before getting back to the Southern Scenic

Route and heading for the Catlins.

After a short visit to theWa￢una Wetlands

I went on to see theWa￡apa Point Lighthouse.

Aside from the lighthouse, there was a penguin

standing in the grass. Two other tourists were

guessing that it was ill, but more probably it was

just in its moult, since it was looking rather

chubby. The moult takes about a month and

during that time the penguin tries to save

energy by doing, well, nothing. To survive, it

increases its weight by more than thirty percent

prior to the moulting process. Penguins in the

moult should not be stressed, for it wastes their

energy, and so it is better not to approach them.

My next destination was Slope Point, the

southernmost point of the South Island. The

coast is shaped by the strong upcountry wind.

Next to the lighthouse was the ineluctable sign

showing distances to equator and South Pole.

Curio Bay is best known for its 170 million

years old petrified forest and a colony of yellow-

eyed penguins. In the rocks, relics of trees and

plants are to be found, for instance a thirty

centimetre large fossil fern. It is a good idea to

come here at low tide because there is much

more to see then.

Now began my waterfall marathon. If there is

one waterfall to see, it is the McLean Falls. Sadly,

when I was walking to the Falls it started to rain

impetuously and so it was not easy to take a

Birds diving into the sea
300mm, 1 /1 600" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)

Petrified ferns at Curio Bay
90mm, 1 /80" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Windswept trees at Slope Point
36mm, 1 /250" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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good photo. Passing by awesome scenery, I went

on to Lake Wilkie, a small bog lake near Tautuku

Bay.

I was not too overwhelmed by the Matai Falls.

They are anyhow worth visiting since they are

fed by the beautiful Horse￮oe Falls a few metres

above. Lastly, I dropped by the Purakaunui Falls,

which were almost as aesthetic as the McLean

Falls. And meanwhile, I was equipped with an

umbrella — not for me, but for the camera.

Despite the suboptimal weather, I enjoyed my

day in the Catlins a lot and I can imagine how

marvellous it must be on a nice summer day. In

the evening, I arrived in Owaka, the largest town

in the Catlins. It was my first backpacker with

remote ￫e￣-in. There was a telephone in front

of the door with a number to call written right

above. A friendly voice at the other end

thereupon gave me instructions and a code for

opening a little lockbox that contained the keys

for my room. Pretty nifty.

However, I did not get to my room — the Bee

Room — at first, since I met a couple from London

in the TV room and we started to talk for hours,

briefly interrupted only by a short visit of the

voice from the telephone in person. In the hope of

not needing it anymore, I gave them my sandfly

repellent, as they were about to visit Fiordland

and the West Coast.

Oh, the Bee Room: little bees on the walls, little

bees on the blanket, little bees on the cupboards.

Any more questions?

Seagull at Waipapa Point
300mm, 1 /500" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (M80200)

Matai Falls
24mm, 3.2" at f/22, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)
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McLean Falls
24mm, 1 .6" at f/22, ISO 1 00 (CZ1 680)
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White-Fronted Tern in flight
300mm, 1 /1 250" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)

Sheep!
24mm, 1 /320" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Eyeing each other
300mm, 1 /500" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Purakaunui Falls
24mm, 30" at f/4, ISO 200 (CZ1 680, ND1000)

Looking South
24mm, 1 /1 00" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

π
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Dunedin & Taieri Gorge

What a night! No, it was not because of the little

bees. I felt a bit chilly and in addition to the electric

blanket, whose functionality I had been doubting,

I turned on the radiator. It was slowly getting

comfy and suddenly I fell asleep. Two hours later,

I was well done — it seemed the blanket had been

working fine — and it was easily 25°C in the room.

I was a bit muddled, turned all the heating devices

offand opened my window as wide as possible.

I had to get up and leave at seven to make sure

I reached Dunedin before 2  pm. My first stop for

today was Nugget Point, a lighthouse on a steep

headland surrounded by The Nuggets — a bunch

of islets. After shinnying up some slippery rocks for

a good shot, I met yet another German. I was slowly

getting the impression that half ofGermany was on

vacation in New Zealand.

Later, I also met two Australians in the Mount

Stuart Tunnel. The 442  metre tunnel was built in

the nineteenth century and is no longer being

actively used. However, it can be reached via a

short walk. Whether or not you dare to go into

the pitch dark tunnel is another story. Hearing

the cry of an owl and the sound of bat wings I was

almost thinking that someone must be having a

lot of fun playing this soundtrack from tape.

Being about 150  metres inside the tunnel,

I started hearing voices. Shortly after, I also saw

two shapes that the voices seemed to belong to

and that were moving towards the tunnel. As I

was unsure if they had seen me, I accosted them

while they were still a bit away in the hope not

to scare them too much. It turned out that they

were also looking for glowworms in the tunnel.

And indeed, just a few minutes before I had

found a few glowing spots on the ceiling. Having

Crashing waves at Curio Bay
1 1 2mm, 1 /6400" at f/4.5, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Royal Albatross at Otago Peninsula
300mm, 1 /1 250" at f/4, ISO 200 (M80200)

Tree in front of Tahakopa Bay
240mm, 1 /2500" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Nuggets at Nugget Point
27mm, 1 /60" at f/7. 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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traversed the tunnel in both directions, we all

continued our journey to Dunedin.

Arriving ahead of time, I went to see Baldwin

Street, reputedly the world’s steepest street with

a grade of thirty-five percent. It is quite a strange

feeling to drive up to the end of the street.

Staying at a large but nonetheless cute

backpacker called Hogwartz, I met Caro from

Germany. She was staying in an adjacent room

and was very happy to have met another German

— strange, since I have been meeting Germans

all the time. Coincidentally, we had booked the

same tour in the afternoon and thus we arranged

to meet at the bus.

The highly acclaimed Peninsula Encounters

Tourwas starting at 3  pm and was supposed to

take about six hours. We were being picked up

by a bus in front of the backpacker and we first

went to the Royal Albatross Centre located on

Otago Peninsula. The Royal Albatross Colony at

Taiaroa Head is the only mainland breeding

colony of albatrosses in the southern

hemisphere.

We also went to a preserve for a colony

ofNew Zealand fur seals and yellow-eyed

penguins. Observation hides had been placed

in some locations to allow for unobtrusive

viewing of the animals. On the way to the

penguins, we saw a female sea lion, according

to our guide a very rare occasion.

When we got back to the backpacker we were

really hungry. I was about to fetch some pizzas

for Caro and myself, but all the pizza stores were

already closed. This is probably the only thing

that I found a little annoying in New Zealand:

it is next to impossible to get something to

eat after 9  pm. Even in a university town like

Dunedin.

Yellow-Eyed Penguins at Cape Saunders
300mm, 1 /200" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)

Taranui — the Caspian Tern — at Papanui Inlet
270mm, 1 /800" at f/4, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Mount Stuart Tunnel exit
75mm, 1 /50" at f/5, ISO 1 600 (M50)
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The night was surprisingly pleasant and

quiet — it was hardly noticeable that I was

staying in a major city. After philosophising

briefly with Caro about the rather idiosyncratic

operation of the shower, I was wishing her all

the best and especially good weather as she was

about to hike Fiordland’s Kepler Tra￣ during

the next couple ofdays.

After locking all my belongings in the car,

I walked to Dunedin Railway Station. A glorious

building that I would certainly have liked to take

a photo of. However, it was raining once again

and so I went straight to the station to fetch my

tickets for the Taieri Gorge Railway, the longest

historic tourist railway in New Zealand.

Queueing up for the tickets, I met again the two

Australians from the Mount Stuart Tunnel. It’s

a small world!

Taieri Gorge Railway travels from Dunedin

through the spectacular scenery of the Taieri River

Gorge up to Pukeran￤. I had a seat in the last car,

one of the oldest ones. This turned out to be quite

handy, since contrary to the newer cars it was still

possible to open the windows. Also, they had an

ingeniously simple system for switching the

orientation of the seats.

We approached Pukerangi at an average speed

of about forty kilometres per hour, across various

iron viaducts and old tunnels. In Pukerangi, you

can do exactly nothing, except for buying some

dust catchers from one of the souvenir salesmen’s

booths. After driving the locomotive around the

train, we went back to Dunedin from where I left

the town to go north.

Fence of shoes near Lake Waihola
24mm, 1 /500" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Interior of a Taieri Gorge Railway car
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 1 5mm, 1 /1 5" ±2 EV at f/8, ISO 400 (S1 020)
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Taieri Gorge Railway
90mm, 1 /1 25" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Nugget Point Lighthouse
24mm, 1 /50" at f/5.6, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Sheep on the edge
300mm, 1 /640" at f/3.5, ISO 200 (M80200)

Crossing a viaduct
24mm, 1 /200" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Taieri River
24mm, 1 /200" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Fur Seals at Cape Saunders
300mm, 1 /1 60" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)

Sea Lion waddling into the water
300mm, 1 /250" at f/4, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Female New Zealand Sea Lion at Cape Saunders
1 50mm, 1 /250" at f/2.8, ISO 200 (M80200)
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Otago & Mackenzie Country

Probably no one would take notice of the little

town ofMoeraki at the East Coast if it were not

for the Moeraki Boulders, strange, round boulders

populating the local beach. My visit to the beach

was a bit annoying, though. It had just been

hailing and the temperature had dropped down

to five degrees Celsius, which, combined with

a strong wind and the incoming tide, made the

beach almost impassable. Many of the boulders

were hidden because of the tide and in the end

I also forgot a routine check ofmy camera

settings before shooting.

Next, I took the sh85, also called The Pigroot,

towards Central Otago. This area had been

recommended to me by the woman I met in

Maungatautari on the North Island and shortly

after I turned inland I knew why — I saw the

most striking scenery since the Catlins.

I arrived in Ranfurly in the evening. Oddly

enough, nobody could recall that I had made a

reservation for a room, but since the place was

not really crowded — to be honest, I have not

seen any other guest during my stay — it was no

problem to get a room.

After I had breakfast in a huge yet empty room

at the hotel the next morning, I resumed my

voyage along the sh85. The high expectations

I had since yesterday were not belied. The route

took me to contemplative little villages like

Wedderburn, Ida  Valley and St  Bathans. Especially

the latter impressed with its Blue Lake Walk.

Retrospectively I can say that not visiting the

Central Otago region certainly means missing

out on one of the most outstanding parts of the

South Island. There is also an alternate route to

the sh85 for travellers who want to go by foot or

by bike. The Otago Central Rail Trail follows an

old railway line fromMiddlemar￫ to Clyde,

which was also my next destination.

It was not Clyde itself that attracted me, but

the Clyde Dam, New Zealand’s third largest

hydroelectric dam. Driving past Cromwell and

Lake DunHan I approached Lindis Pass which

connects Central Otago with the Ma￣enzie Basin.

Huge Moeraki Boulder
42mm, 1 /500" at f/9, ISO 800 (CZ1 680)

Looking towards Hawkdun Range
36mm, 1 /200" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Stone Towers
24mm, 1 /250" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Moeraki Boulders
1 20mm, 1 /1 000" at f/6.3, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Just before Twizel, where I had a room for the

last two nights ofmy New Zealand trip, I saw

a sign marked Clay Cliffs that I could not resist

following. I had not heard of that place before,

but it sounded attractive and eventually, I could

drive on a gravel road again. There were also a

lot of birds in this region, suddenly lifting from

the ground in giant clouds as I drove by.

Out of sheer fascination, I missed the side

road leading to the Clay Cliffs. But, after a little

detour, I finally stood in front of a huge door

announcing the Clay Cliffs. There was a small

admission fee to be payed by simply putting the

money into a can next to the door. Funny. The

Clay Cliffs are located on private property and

this very abstract geological formation was

showing up just a few kilometres after I passed

the door.

Meanwhile, the day was running short and

I went straight to Twizel. The room I had was

absolutely stunning. Seems I had saved the best

for last. I even had a tub in my bathroom, which

I had to make use of before calling it a day.

Green Valley, Otago
90mm, 1 /250" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

View from the Clay Cliffs over Mackenzie Country
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 24mm, 1 /640" ±2 EV at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Clay Cliffs near Omarama
Freehand exposure fusion of 3 images, 90mm, 1 /640" ±2 EV at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Dried out soil at the Blue Lake
39mm, 1 /80" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Kakanui Range seen from Kye Burn
1 5mm, 1 /500" at f/9, ISO 200 (S1 020)
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Blue Lake reflections
39mm, 1 /80" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Blue Lake colours
27mm, 1 /1 00" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Aoraki National Park

I spent my last full day down under hiking in

Aoraki National Park. The short drive from

Twizel to Aoraki went past Lake Pukaki, which

had fascinated me with its wicked blue colour

in the morning.

To warm up, I walked the short Kea Point

Tra￣. Still, in spite of the name, I could not see

any kea. In lieu thereof, I had a wonderful view

onMt  Cook — as Aoraki is also called — and the

valley of the Mueller Glacier.

On the longer Hooker Valley Tra￣, which

leads to the Hooker Lake, I met Rémy again. As

he told me, it was not the third but the fourth

time. He also had seen me on my tour to Franz

JosefGlacier. Strangely enough, we never talked

about our routes on the South Island before, but

they turned out to be rather similar. This time,

we also remembered to exchange our e-mail

addresses.

Up at the Hooker Lake, I had a little lunch

break next to a group ofpupils on an excursion

who were busy trying to throw stones at the

small icebergs floating on the lake. It was a bit

crowed, but above all very relaxing. Returning

from the Hooker Valley Track, I made some

more mini walks near the Tasman Glacier.

When I got back to Twizel in the evening,

the first thing I did was to give away six large

bottles ofwater. With temperatures close to

the freezing point, you do not need that much

water. By the way, the staffat the motel told me

that they had temperatures up to 35°C here back

in December. Seems like the summer had shot

its bolt back then.

Hooker Glacier and Hooker Lake
1 20mm, 1 /320" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Mueller Glacier lake and meltwaters
24mm, 1 /500" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Aoraki enthroned over Lake Pukaki
1 50mm, 1 /200" at f/8, ISO 200 (M100M)
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I spent the rest of the evening trying to fit all

the stuff I had accumulated in the car back into

my suitcases. As it turned out, a very desperate

undertaking. It was not before the next morning

that I managed to finally close the suitcases and

yet they looked like they were going to explode

any moment.

Again, it was truly hard for me to leave this

place. Twizel was a neat little town, the scenery

around was just awesome, my accommodation

was by far the best I had and its owners were

outright nice.

My plane was scheduled to leave in the

evening from ChriH￫ur￫, which was another

300  kilometres to drive. Assuming this would

take no more than four hours, I could still spend

some time near Lake Tekapo, which was just

along the way.

Amongst other things there is a small nature

reserve at Lake Alexandrina, which is home to a

lot of rare bird species. I saw quite a few of them,

but since all my tele lenses were already inside

the suitcases, I was unable to take any photos.

The last destination was Mt  John, right next to

Lake Tekapo. Up on the top an observatory as

well as the little Astro Café are to be found. And,

naturally, a last ace view over the whole area.

Tiny transparent spider on a leaf in Aoraki National Park
1 50mm, 1 /1 60" at f/1 0, ISO 800 (M100M)

Looking back on Aoraki
1 20mm, 1 /50" at f/29, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Duck floating on Lake Alexandrina
24mm, 1 /640" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Kea Point Track
Freehand exposure fusion of 2 images, 24mm, 1 /320" +2 EV at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Mountain Gentian in Hooker Valley
1 20mm, 1 /200" at f/9, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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Lake McGregor
24mm, 1 /800" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Astro Café at Mount John
24mm, 1 /1 60" at f/1 1 , ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Taking astronomy seriously
52mm, 1 /500" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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View on Lake Tekapo from Mount John
24mm, 1 /250" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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View from Mount John towards Kā Tiritiri o Te Moana with Lake Alexandrina and Lake Tekapo on the right
Freehand panorama of 5 images, 24mm, 1 /320" at f/8, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)
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A different kind of scarecrow
1 05mm, 1 /400" at f/1 0, ISO 200 (CZ1 680)

Colophon

This book was created exclusively using free software running on a Gentoo gnu/Linux

operating system (http://gentoo.org). The original text was written in a markup language derived

from pod (http://perldoc.perl.org/perlpod.html) using the Vim editor (http://vim.org). It was spell

checked by aspell (http://a￦ell.net), translated to an intermediate representation with a little

Perl (http://perl.org) script and then imported into Scribus (http://www.scribus.net) using a

custom Get Text plug-in. Another Perl script was used on the final Scribus xml document to

automatically add all image captions and check for layout problems.

All photos were taken using a Sony α700 d-slr camera with the following lenses: Minolta

af  50/1.4 (M50); Minolta af  100/2.8  Macro (M100M); Minolta af  500/8  Reflex (M500R); Minolta

af  80–200/2.8  hs-apo  g (M80200); Carl  Zeiss Vario  Sonnar t*  dt  16–80/3.5–4.5  za (CZ1680);

Sigma 10–20/4–5.6  ex  dc (S1020); Peleng 8/3.5  Fisheye (P8). On rare occasions, a Sony hvl-

f42am flash was used. Panorama shots were mostly taken with the help of a Nodal  Ninja  5l

panorama head, mounted on either a Slik Sprint  pro  ez tripod or a Manfrotto 441  Carbon

tripod with an flm Centerball  32f ball head.

A total of almost 250  gigabytes of raw images were stored redundantly on two 2.5  inch usb

hard disks during the trip. The images were graded using my own image viewer written in Perl.

Raw image processing was done using UFRaw (http://ufraw.sf.net) and cropping, rotating,

scaling as well as further processing took place in gimp (http://gimp.org) on a display calibrated

using Argyll  cms (http://www.argyllcms.com). Panorama images were stitched with Hugin

(http://hugin. sf.net) and combined using enblend and enfuse (http://enblend. sf.net).

The text font of this book is Calluna; the headings use Fontin Small  Caps with an ampersand

borrowed from the Italic style of the same family, which is also what the table of contents is set

from; the image captions and map annotations use styles from the Delicious family. All

aforementioned fonts were designed by Jos Buivenga and most of them are available for free

from his exljbris Font Foundry (http://www.exljbris.nl). Glyphs for macronised vowels, as needed

for the Māori language, were added to Delicious using FontForge (http://fontforge. sf.net) and I

am to blame for their design. The free Gentium (http://scripts. sil.org/gentium) was used for

glyphs unavailable in Calluna. The font used for title and spine is urw  Gothic.

The New Zealand map is based on the high resolution srtm radar image pia06662 available

from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (http://photojournal. jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA06662). The

track data was acquired from a Garmin GPSmap  60CSx and merged and simplified using

GPSBabel (http://www.gpsbabel.org). The outline ofGermany as well as the New Zealand lakes

are based on OpenStreetMap (http://www.openstreetmap.org) map data. The outline, track and

lakes data were converted to PostScript by custom Perl scripts and then rendered by

Ghostscript (http://www.ghostscript.com) and combined with the radar image using gimp. The

map pins and annotations were added by yet another Perl script, using PerlMagick

(http://www.imagemagick.org/www/perl-magick.html) to carry out all font rendering and image

manipulation. The globe was taken from Tom Patterson’s site (http://www.shadedrelief.com) and

slightly modified with gimp.

I would like to sincerely thank everyone involved in the creation of any of the software,

typefaces, images or data used within this book.




